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THE FOURIER SPECTRUM OF GRAVITY
DUE TO TWO-DIMENSIONAL
PRISMSt
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EBY”
assessed. A method of estimating
depth to
sowce, and source thickness,
by analytic
continuation
of the shift in the frequency
domain, and measurement
of the shift in
the frequency
position
of the maxima
of
the spectrum curve is presented.
It is shown
that this method should be applicable,
at
least for depth estimation,
both to isolated
prisms and to small assemblages of prisms.

A mathematical
basis for the application
of Fourier
spectrum
analysis
to Bouguer
gravity
profile interpretation
is developed.
Isolated two-dimensional
prisms, and small
assemblages of prisms of varying thickness,
width, depth, and of uniform
density, are
used as models to simulate geologic bodies.
The influences of the geometric parameters
on the shape of the Fourier
spectrum
is

I discuss the form of the amplitude spectrum
of the gravity
anomaly
produced by twodimensional
prisms, and present an interpretational
technique
for extracting
the
source pai-ameters from the spectrum.
The
method suggested can be extended to the
three-dimensional
case, and to other simple
geometries in a straight-forward
manner.

INTRODUCTION

The application
of Fourier analysis to the
interpretation
of potential field data can be
traced back at least ten years, (see, for example, Troshkov and Shalaev, 1961). During this time a number of investigators,
(Bhattacharyya,
1964 and 1966) ; Spector
and Bhattacharyya,
1966) ; Spector, 1968;
and Spector and Grant, 1970), have investigated the application
of this technique to
aeromagnetic
data. Because of the usually
large extent of aeromagnetic
surveys, the
interpretational
emphasis has been placed
on statistical
models and ensemble averaging.

WIE SPECTRUM OF GEOMETRICSOURCES
The expression for the Fourier amplitude
spectrum of the field of an arbitrary
twodimensional
body can be written
in the
form:
‘f(k) - KO@D(k)G(k,=,B,u),
where:

However, because of the relatively
small
areas included in many gravity
surveys, it
is often unrealistic
lo assume a normal distribution
of gravity
source parameters.
A
need exists for an improved understanding
of the behaviour,
and interpretation,
of
small assemblages
of monopolar
sources.
Davis (1971) has shown that the character.
istics of the amplitude spectrum of two dimensional
gravity
fault anomalies
can be
used, in conjunction
with band pass filters,
to derive source parameters.
In this paper
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k = the angular wave number
K is a factor dependent on the mass
of the body
O(8) is a factor dependent on the
orientation
of the field
D(k) depends on the depth to the
causitive body
G( m,,&,,k) depends on the particular geometry of the source, and
( a ,p,,) are used here to indicate
the geometric parameters.
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I assume that K does not vary with position and is, therefore, a constant determined
by the mass of the source.
The factor O,o, can be assumed to be
unity in the case of the gravity
field (see,
Cameron and Eby, 1971).
Therefore,
the form of the spectrum
be determined
by the two factors D(k)
GW m&v).
ISOL*TEo

TW”~DIMENSI”NaL

will
and

PRISMS

I assume that the sources are infinite in
the direction
at right angles to the profile
line defining the gravity anomaly.
Proceeding in a similar manner to Spector
(1968). the amplitude
spectrum
of a twodimensional
monopolar prism is given by:
27~~ &!d!&d.
. i;-

Tprism(k)

e-hk

(l-&k),

where:

a = the width of the prism
t = the thickness of the prism
h = the depth to the top of the
prism
k and
K have been defined previously.
We may write a modified, (see Cameron
and Eby, 19711, normalized
amplitude spectrum as:
kT(k)

sin(ka)
- (ka)

.-bk(l-e-tk)
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Case 1: For small a, sin(ka)/(ka)
= 1
In this case, the form of the modified
spectrum, defined in equation
(11, is primarily determined by the expression:
L(k)

= e-bk

(l-e-+.

(2)

Figure l(a) illustrates
this function
for
t=500 feet, and values of h as indicated on
the figure.
Figure l(b) shows the result for
t-~lOOO feet and h as indicated. The ordinate
in these figures is given in units of f, where
f = k/2rr.
It is evident from these figures
that an attempt to estimate source depth
from the slope of the curves, as has been
suggested by Spector (1968) for the analysis
of aeromagnetic
data, would result in an
underestimation
of the true depth.
t/h

Setting
the thickness
to depth
ratio,
= y, in equation
(2) and calculating
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the position of the maximum
in the usual manner yields:

of this function

the approximations
ai,.,

~x.ppl
or

Making

= Af,Dax

and ah = Ah

we may write:

lin!r+l).
fm=x - 2nh
I

A plot of f,,,, against y, with
parameter, is shown in figure 2.

h as the

IO2

ALax may be calculated by assuming
some value for Ah and continuing the field
upwards
or downwards
by Ah (ie:
by
multiplying
the spectrum
by ef2nAhf)
and measuring
the resulting
displacement
in the position of f,,,.
The approximation
used to obtain equation (4) assumes that af,,, does not vary
appreciably
assumption

with f,,,.
is not valid.

ah
In

general,

this

Let us assign the coordinates
(f,,,,,,,h,) to
the point representing
the maximum
posltion of the original spectrum; and (f,,,,, h,)
to the point representing
the maximum
of
the spectrum after continuation.
Then h =
hs-hl, and fmax = f,,,,,,, f,,,,,.
Now a simple
application
of the “law of the mean” yields
the exact expressions:
- Ah ha1
“1 (5)
Afmax
or

lO-2
0
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If we can locate the position of f,,,, on
a plot of the modified amplitude
spectrum
of the field, we may use equations (31 or
the an’ve~ of figure 2 to tabulate
corresponding estimates of y and h. Figure 2
indicates that the change in f,,,,, with h is
greatest when h is of the order of a few
hundred to a few thousand feet, and Y lies
in the range y = .l to y = 10.0.
In an attempt to remove the yh ambi.
guity, we examine the differential:
G.¶x

-

- l+-p

. $ah

hl -

Ahf,xz

Where the physically
meaningful
value of
h, in equations
(5) is the value accepted.
This value h, can then be used in conjunction with the curves of Figure (2) to find y.
By differentiating
hl with repect to f
=“d to f,,,,, we may derive the resultsmax”
*hl
r;I-

fmx~
-

6fwaXl
fmq

and
--%
“1
where:

+ f,.axl

64-2

TV

” fmx
(6)

fmax2 emq

+ fmax1 6baq

fmxq Afmax
ghl is the error in h,,
8f.w is the error in the f,,, value
measured. and the first expression
in (6) is associated with the first
expression in (5); and the second
expression in (6) is associated with
the second expression in (5).
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A profile length longer than that de
fining one gravity
anomaly
may be
necessary to give sufficient
spectral
resolution
to make use of the technique described above.
For these reasons, it is necessary to consider the spectra produced by the field of
hvcl or more sou*es.
Since the Fourier transform
is a linear
operation, we may calculate the spe&um
of
an assemblage
of sources by the addition
of the spectra of the individual
sources in
the assemblage.
THE EFFECT OF WIDTH “.mIATION
If the assemblage consists of two-dimensional prisms of iden,tical thickness, and at
identical depth, but with differing
widths,
aj; equation (1) becomes:
=-hk(l-&k)
kT(k)

6.25
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20.3
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Expressions
(6) indicate that the error in
hl is controlled
by Af,,,.
Since Af,,,
increases as Ah increases, Ah should be
chosen to be large.
Case 2: sin(ak)/(ak)
+ 1
The effect
of the “geometry
factor”,
sin(ak)/(ak)
on the spectrum is illustrated
in Figure 3. We see that this factor can
seriously distort the function given in equa.
tion (21, and shift the position
of f,,,.
However, since “a” can be estimated either
from the position of successive null points
in the spectrum, or from the anom@y halfwidhhs, we may multiply
the amplitude
spectrum
by (ak)/sin(ak)
to remove the
effect of geometry.
The analysis then follows as given above.

1)

arise in the treatment
data for two reasons:

( f
j-1

sin(ajk)
‘~j
bjk)

1
EFFECT

(7)
bjk)

OF

THICKNESS

, -1

“ARIATION

I assume that the width and depth of the
sources does not vary between prisms.
The modified amplitude spectrum may be
written:
.-“k sin(&
? (1-e-V)
kT(k) --cd4
j-1
(8,
-E+At
Setting
5
3
’ - i+ F tj* the mean thickness
J-1
of the sources, and Atj = the deviation in
thickness
of each source from the mean.
Correcting
for the effect of width, equation
(8) becomes:
where:

L(k)

of real

Real sources, and their associated gra.
tity anomalies., are seldom isolated.

slnb,")

j-1

Equation (7) is susceptible to the analysis
described earlier in this paper if we estimate the halfwidths
of the sources and
multiply
the spectrum by the factor:

THE SPECTRAOF SM.4l.l. ASSEMBLAGESOF SOURCES
Difficulties
geophysical

:

-

For

-

,-hk(,-,-Ek

convenience

f
j-1

we set:
Y-T;

E

e-Atjk)

(9)
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(IO)

and

Ej - L&3
Y

Then

Lor)

= e -hk(,_,-vhk

n

=

Thus:
,f,n

and equation

(11)

(12)

(131
+ [I + ~(l+c$d%a,W
- 2 - o
We may solve for k,,,, in equation 13
numerically.
Figure 4 shows the results of
this numerical solution for h = 100 feet and
for ranges of y and E as is shown on the
figure.
Differentiating
equation
13 implicitly,
yields:
-- +h.ax(h
dknax
+ bax)
xi--

# c(l+Z;)

sinh

prom the equation
approximation:

(;hkmxc)
14 we may make

(14)

(15)
the

(16)

Equation
(151 is identical to equation (4)
and the analysis given earlier applies. Thus,
knowing
h and f,,,,, we may use nomographs similar to figure 4 to estimate values
of 7 and E.
If condition
(15) does not hold, then
tanh

(vhkmaxe)

= :x(:3
E cl+*)

(17)

is true if : 2 At&
),
But since t > At for real cases, we see that
condition (15) will hold for real cases.
(17)

f max vs Y, E FOR h = 100 FT.
TWO BODY CASE
.91
.61
.41

- 0.

(;hk,&)

h .s -kmx Ah
%X3X

of the maximum

[I + ~(1-~)]e-%mx(l-~)

2v

(;h&+))

+ hHax - 0

if, azd only if:
[l+Y(l+Zc)
1 cash

r,(,r,) = e-h!: (l~-e-vill:
COSll (ky,,))
the k position
12 gives:

v

sinh

(;hb&)

e--fhcjk)

reduces to:

Calculating
of equatio*

I cash

--~(l+Zy)

Two body case:
For

n = 2
2, e1=
-a

f [l+;U+Zd
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Many body case:
n>2.
Expanding
the summation in equation
in a power series and requiring
that:
n
1
j-1

(Atj)3

:.

VClma, + t@i$Xl

- (~+l)~s2;h~a,
and, again:

1
P

- e -hk[l-e-$1

&,+hLfsn@x >L

+ t2 ;h20c2)]

(o,%

(9)

yields the following
approximate
expression
for the modified amulitude
soectrum
L(k)

19

(181

where
and is a normalized measure of the variance
in yj about the mean Y; and yj and y are
defined by relations
(10).
Calculating
the k position of the maxi.
mum of equation
(18) yields:
(19)

A numerical
solution
of this equation
is
shown in figure (51 for parameter
values
as indicated on the figure.
Calculating
dk,,,,Jdh
from equation
(19)
gives:

+ eyhb=)

p 0

-0

if, and only if:
e~h’hax f (~+l)oc*~h&,
-oE2;
(20)
If condition (20) does not hold, then, using
equation
(19):
1
[ uT+u
kmax - ___
%h(Y+l)
r Aa
J(yL+l)+yq
(21)
or
From (21) we see &at k,,,,, is complex if
,,E<l.
Thus, provided that 0F<1 there is
no real k,,,,, that does not satisfy condition
(20). Therefore, provided that the standard
deviation
in thickness tj about the mean
thickness i; is less than the mean i; the
suggested method of determining
depth will
hold.
THE EFFECT OF DEPTH OF “nRI*TION
Assume that the width and thickness of
the sources are identical for all sources in
the assemblage.

fmaxVSy,orcFORh :: 100FT.
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For n SO”lYxS we may write
= (l-e&k)

L(k)

;
j-1

.-hjk

setting
hj - 5 + Ah.1 7
where Ahj is the variation
the mean depth,f;:
Further, we set &h
4=
rj
and
k-a

’

in depth

(22)

about

tion (241 will
k mar and will
Many Body
Proceeding
used for the
we find:
L(k)

occur at very large values of
be poorly defined.
Case: n>Z.
in a manner similar to that
case of thickness
variation,

= (1-e-u~k)e-fik(M2k2

o<‘)

(28)

2

11

Two body case: n = 2
Substituting
relations
(22) for n = 2, we find:

(23)

~l-~o~2k&l+~~
(23)

the k position
(24) yields:

in

2

equation

+ &a)

(l+a)lI

of the maximum

Again, this
erically.

equati,on

Calculating

-(l+e--~)e-rikmax(l+w)
-(l+ny)e-%ax(l+a+r;)
- 0

(25)

dk,,,,,/dh,

[o,20+n~a,(lh))

Thus:

e-==x[h

if, and only if:

cash

may

(8hx<)

be solved

num-

as before, yields:

(~,,,+~~)(oy2(l+~)_e-um”ax

Equation
(25) may be solved numerically
for desired values of ii’, _, and 6. Calculating dk,,,,/dh
in equation
(25) yields:
+ &x]C2

= 0 (29)

(24)

(l-5)e-likmax(l-~)+(1+5)e-~kmax(l+5)

dh

equation

)]-e”mwK

w+Rk&~2[1+~

I. (k) s (l.se-alik) e-m (,cm
Calulating
of equation

where 0~2 is the variance in iI.
Then, calculating
the maximum
(28) yields:

-af (l+a)

-6k&&+lax
R %&ax

(l+a))ll)
+ bax

- 0
I

= 0

05’(1~Ii~,)-e-aRk,ax[052
-45 sinh

(F&,&)[l-(lhl)e-&aaxu])

= 0
(lffie,,(lhl))-a((ltu)-~~eXoS*

Thus:

(30)

&p+~,-o
“fl+

(I*)))1

I

f 0

(26)
if, and only if:
+ [ (l+#-(

ta”h

%,axc)

(1+&+52)e-“14nalpl

(27)

2c~1-(lhl).-~k~~l

Again, provided that condition (30) holds,
the average depth to source may be found
in the normal manner.
It is readily seen that in cases of interest,
(30) will hold.
i.e., oz 2 small, condition

And, provided that condition (27) holds. the
average depth to source may be derived as
previously described.
Condition
(27) implies
that difficulties
may arise when =rrO or when h-0.
This
situation
could be anticipated
of course,
since in either case the maximum
of equa-

In cases where the source of a gravity
anomaly can be approximated
by a two-dimensional prism, it should be possible to use
a modified form of the power or amplitude

I
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spectrum in conjunction
with analytic continuation, to directly obtain source depths. It
has been shown that the depth to the source
is given by:
(31).
where:

h

the depth to the top of the
Source
f,,,,, 7 the posiiion of the maximum
value of the modified power or
amplitude spectrum.
Af,,,,x :r the shift in the position of
the maximum
after continualion
by a distance Ah.
Further, it has been shown that this me.
thod should work for assemblages of two or
more sources. even if the sources vary in
thickness and in depth to source.
In the
later case, the depth given by relation (31)
will be the mean depth to source.
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